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Photo by Mar/ M trk 
SFS DAILY GATER Editor Greg de Giere, center, explained how the staff 
is continuing
 to publ'sh since their funds  were recently frozen, largely due 
to contributions. Da:ly Assistant Editor Kenyon Jordan, right, presented 
$286.20 collected at SJS last week to help the Gator continue to publish 
independently. Rick Beban, editor of the College of Marin Times, left, 
added his 
endorsement




. . . 
Panty 












Strict penalties are in store for mem-
bers
 of the Theta Chi
 fraternity if 
President 










hearing into the alleged 
misconduct by members of the
 Theta 
Chi fraternity
 during a March 6 panty 
raid




Though the pmss was 
not  allowed in 
the conference 
room
 for the hearing, 
a reliable source indicated the 
Judic-
iary took a 
strict,
 though not severe. 
line in dealing with the "raiders." 
The 
IFC Judiciary is said to 
have 
Todus's
 edition Include% a 
special Spartan 
'tail) spring 
supplement edited by Kick An-





Daily turned over the 
remainder of 
the SJS money con-
tributed 
to
 the Daily Gater it press 




Transporting  the $259.20, donated 
last week by SJS students, were Mary 
Marks, Daily associate editor.




The money was 
received by Greg 
Giere, new Gater 
editor.  Former 
Editor Dikran Karaguezian resigned 
last week for "personal reasons." 
De Giere read a statement to news-
men denouncing Hayakawa as a "ty-
rant," and vowing the Gater would 




 "We must rely entirely 
on advertisements and contributions 
such
 a.s these SJS'),"  he said. 
Another statement, which "cen-








Calling the 10-lane bowling alley de-
cision by the College Union Board of 
Governors (CUBG) a "sellout," student 
member Mike Rutz yesterday said he 
was resigning from the 
board. 
He further
 said if the CUBG "can't 
see" that the 
money  "should 
be put to 
a better use" than a 
bowling
 alley he 
will  organize in protest a student fees 
boycott  next fall. 
CUBG Chairman Paul 
Brown denied 
it 
was  a sellout. "A compromise, may-
be,"
 he said, "but WP didn't 
sell
 out." 
The 9-1 vote for 10 
lanes negated the 





eliminate the lanes from
 the new Col-
lege Union. The latter
 vote had been 
in 
response to protests that the 
originally -
planned 14 -lane bowling alley was not 






said the board 
decided 
on the 
10-lane plan, intmcluced by student 
member John Murphy,
 after learning 
from the Chancellor's office it would 
be "almost impossible" to remove the 
lanes altogether
 
The lone dissenting 





 wa.s not in at-
tendance
 at the Tuesday meeting. 
Even the elimination 
of the four 
lanes 
is not a certainty. Brown added. 
But, he said, that plan will have
 a 
"better 























 in recent 
weeks,  





























 for a 
union














for students all year." 
he 





















the  adviser of 





is an 8-6 
student  
majority 
on paper, one 
student  identi-
fies with the 
administration  and 
sev-
eral others are more





even in the 












 "little old 
ladies," and









at a County Board 
of 








 $300,000, which 
had been




had resulted in its running
 out of 




tinue to get $62.10 per month, instead 
of nothing
 at all. 
These  grants, below 
the minimum 
subsistence figure set 







a single person as for a parent with 




assistance program, completely funded 
and rnntrolled
 by the County Board 





unemployable to be 
eligible for the 
state welfare categories. 
The second objective of CAP and 
company,
 that of 
getting  
the grants  
raised to a minimum subsistence level 
and changing the basis for allocation 
to 
coincide  
with the ccst of ii% ing, was 
postponed
 
Until  April 23 at 2 p.m. 
Gater, was read by Rick Beban, 
editor 
of the College of Marin Times, The 
statement was passed at a conference 
of junior college journalists 
last
 week-
end in Los Angeles. 
Total 
money  contributed came to 
$286.20, including $27 collected by 
Fresnti State. Sonoma State, still ac-
cepting donations at the time of the 
press conference, 
was not able to at-
tend. It was unknown how much 
money the Sonoma effort has collected. 
The 
Gater printed yesterday, for the 
second day 
in a row despite a shortage 
of office materials.
 
The edition accused Hayakawa of re-
jecting the strike 
agreement decided 
last week by his Select Cormnittee and 
the Third 
World  
Liberation  Front. 
The paper, suspended two and a half 
weeks ago by Acting Pres. S. I. Haya-
kawa,  has vowed it will continue to 
print, alleging its suspension is a 
vio-
lation of the First Amendment. 
That suspension, combined with the 
freezing of the Gater's 
Associated Stu-
dent 
funds  Feb. 17, gave rise to the 
donation drive for the Gater 
under-
taken
 by the Daily and the two other 
schools. 
Hayakawa defended his stand on the 
Gater to persons 
at a press conference 
yesterday 
at San Luis Obispo.
 He said 
the Gater is 




 since it is 
"pro strike 
when 97 per 







 would concern 
the  four mem-
bers  of the 
fraternity






 with the 25 
members who 
partictpated in the easly
 
morning  raid. And the third 
would be 
imposed on the house










speculation that at least one 
will be 
strict. 




 for the actual
 
offenders, 
informal  probation 
for the 
25
 raiders, and formal
 apology and 
full  
restitution for 
the house as a 
whole. 
First  to emerge 
from
 behind the 
closed doors 
were  members of 
the fra-
ternity. 
They  said they 
listened to the 




 They were 
then
 told they 
would
 be notified 
by
 Pres, Clark 
as to  
the final 





 for Theta 
Chi, said,
 'The Judiciary
 will reach its 
decision 
now,  and we 
will
 be notified 
by 





Judiciary  decision Ls 
merely a 
suggestion
 to the college
 president. The
 
president  may 
then
 accept the 
recom-
mendation










college,  the 
fraternity  faces 
probation imposed
 on it by the 
Na-


















Athearn,  professor of 
history at University 
of Colorado, will 
lecture on 
"The
 Impact of the 
Trans-
continental
 Railroad on the
 Soldier -In-




Concert  Hall. 
His lecture,
 spon.sored by 
College 
Union 
Program  Board 
and  Associated 
Students,
 is free 














with  the eastern states. 
History 






with  Athearn 


























































Capp,  whose 
address
 last week 
at
 San Jose 
City College











talk as part of 
its public events 
coverage of the 






 to all students,
 will be held 
tonight  at 
' 
8 at the Alpha
 Phi House,




Hillis  will be the 
speaker  and the 
Order of Andrew




sponsored  by Campus Cru.sade For Christ. 














International  Enterprise 
Fellowships
 for foreign stu-






openings for graduate  engineering students 
from 
Africa,  ' 
Asia,  Latin 
America  and the 












will offer its second
 
introductory  course in trancendental meditation tonight 
at 8 in JC141. A 
following
 lecture is scheduled  for April 
10 at 8 p.m. 





meet with Dr. Jack Scoles 
of 
the  U.C. Medical
 
School  at Irvine 
Tuesday from 
1:30  to 3 p.m. in DH505. 
The meeting
 is a 
group  discussion.
 No personal
 interviews for entrance
 to 
the  school 




 would face 
suspension  if it is 
involved in 
anymore








 room, Chief 
Justice  
Stan Jorgensen said, 
"Under  the cir-
cumstances, 
I think the decision we 






 indicated that all 
the jus-
tices and Don Hogan, representing
 the 
dean of 
students  office, agreed on the 
decision.  "We all agree, but the final 
decision is 
up to Pres. Clark. 
Dr. Clark was not 
available  for com-
ment as 
he









Mixed media and progressive
 jazz 
will 
be featured tonight 
at 8 as Bay 
Area groups Seshesh 
Media Workshop 
and 




 in the  la.st event 
of 
"Black 




used as a 
symbol of cosmic 
motion  of 
the
 universe. The 
circular  seshesh 
con-
tains four 















ideas and vibrating the 
stagnation
 of the 
contemporary
 media 









drama,  film. 












jazz  quintet 
plays  progressive
 jazz in the 
style of 
















 Cristy and 
John  Felder 
will









the  Main Gallery, 
A129, and 
Little  Gallery, 
A245, will close




















 fashions and dancing 
to express 
aspects  of the Black










today  at 3:30 
p.m.
 in JC141 to 
hear 
the prcs 










 findings of the 
hearing will be 
used











 and faculty may attend
 
















the  State College 
Board  
of 





The  plan, 
which 




















higher  education. 
A satellite 
college would
 help ease 
some of 
the entollment


























































































persons  im 





 to the 
hearing.




 the press must be 
excluded. 
Calling 
for a closed hearing. Theta 
Chi fraternity
 is now gien an oppor-
tunity to clean 
its own house behind 
closed doors. 
It may be true that much of what 
may 
he
 said uould not reflect a good 
image  of the 
college.
















































 this. We 









the  Constitut   
does have 
restrictions
 on the 
attendance  of these 
meetings. If this is the 
case. then that 
section of the 
document  sl  Id be 
amended to alio% the press attendance. 
Because the IFC judiciary is not a 
public. gov 
eminent  body. the Californ-
ia Brim n Act cannot be 
invoked. This 









 tv pe of 











be allmted to 












of the U.C. 
Medical  Center has








 that since 
we 
know  the neurological 
and physiological 
sources of 
aggrtssion,  we should he able 
to develop an anti -aggression 
pill. much 
the same way 
the  birth control pill was 
developed. 
The pill, the doctor suggested, could be 
used as a deterrent to war. 
The Cool-lt Corporation of 
Mountain 
View. 
however,  has developed an anti -
aggression pill, but primarily for use in 
the family, a sort of deterrent to was on 
the home front. 
"Nlany times," explained Michael 
Calmer. company president, "newly mar -
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Mike  English,  Mar. 


































they're  first 
married, 
es-
pecially  tht 




 them to 










 to have 
fun,  






 to be tied 
down  with 
aggression.  
lieltti and I 
just  want to wait
 a few years 
before




on the pill. -
I asked NIr. 
Calmtr  if the 
pill will be 
made 






 no,- he 
responded. 
-Our 
pill is selling 
very well in 
the colleges, 
particularly
 to th. coeds who
 want to sup-
press 
their  aggnssion

















 going to 









 if they have 
the pill." 







are  objecting to 
the 
use of your 













 that hold the 
view that our 
pills are 
immoral.















church  absolutely 
forbids
 its members to 











-A ell. the most 
popular
 consists of 
clenching the 
first. twisting up the 
lave, 
having it turn red, 
and  growling low in 
the throat." 
-That s  ls .5 bit  phial(
 tl." 
`les it is, and its nod 100 per cent fool 
proof.
 
either. There's alvvays a chance
 that 
-   thing might gll urong."
 
"Is your pill selling well?" 





and college coeds. 
s   married couples





aggression  and 
stay on the 
pill until they're ton 
old and don't need it 
any more." 





aggressive  any more." 
91111 




 is that?" 
"I'm not 
sure 


































thinks tlit whole rtcall 
business
 
is a big 
joke. 















 open to 
him 
to call for a 
referent!   to answer
 
a sticky question 









 countries to 




for one, believe there is 
nothing 
wrong with "trying 
to please all of the 
people.- How 
else could any politician,
 
at any level, win and hold 
office?
 The 
mark of a good public servant is in how 
well he succeeds in 
pleasing "all of the 
people 
some of the time." 
I hope the student 
body will defeat the 
recall and show the vocal dissenters, once 
and for 















 NOTE: The 
folloning is an 
open letter to the 
faculty,  staff und stu-
dents of S.IS 
from
 Dr. Dasld Barry,
 
interim executise 
vire  president. 
Editor: 
I 
want to thank all of you for your patience
 
and 
support during spring registration. As I 
pointed out recently
 at the various school 
meetings, we were 
operating  under threat of 
disruption. We took 
several steps to assure 
security 
protection, but more imix)rtant is the 
supporting response which we received from 
all faculty, staff and students. It was this re-
sponse which made 
it
 clear to all concerned 
that the campus community was not going to 
allow disruption of its registration process. 






of student government, the many campus or-
ganizations, and the many individuals who 
wanted to 
"do vitat they could to help." De-
spite the discomfort of the long
 lines, this 
commitment enabled us to process papers for 
over
 35 students per minute. We tried and we 
succeeded. 
My special thanks to the following students: 
David Schultheis, Donna Bass, Gary 
Mason, 
Carol Montgomery, Eugene Poso, Mike Dava-
los, Bill Reid, Larry Bartholomew. Alan Wil-
son, Robert J. Garcia, Steve Flick, Bill Lee, 
Mike Handler, Mike Brinks, Dan Lobay, David 
Schoenstein, Michael McMloskey, Albert Co-
si°. 
Lawerence
 Rivera, Dante Ivani, Gene Go-
bel, Michael Layne, Robert Daly, 
Jay Wood-
bury, Douglas Freitas, Charles Belden, 
Roland 
Leiby,  Manuel Ramos, Selven Ander-
son, Thomas McNeil, Sidney Smith, Hector 
Cuevas, Thomas Lorenzen, Howar von Roth-
stein, John Gardner, Noreen Futter, Steve 
Burch, Marles Alaimo, Rob Foss, Dave 
New-
ham, Mike O'Connor, Sue Christensen, Majory 
West, Rick Main, Hal Leonard, Louis Rosen-
feld, Pat Montgomery, Kathy Blackwell, Joan 
Hardy, Carolyn George, Don Ahrens, Peter 
Herrera,
 Pauline Otani. 
Carry










bowling  alley 






to the nearest bowling 
alley. Enough said? 






editorial  policy of the Spartan Daily 
is 




torial of Feb. 25, Mr. Hurschmann laments 










given  eredit. Sinn, the 








opinion  of 
its 
editorial




jority of this body concurs

















unrestricted.  2) 
Thai it 










take  and 






















 duly of 
the  































 contradicted the 
views  put forth 
by the editor.
 In an attempt 
to
 restrict the 
curriculum
 of San Jose State





Council  in its attempt 
to abolish credit for 
ROTC. 




students  learn from courses, 
they 
should receive 
credit. One cannot then logic-
ally support 
the removal of credit 
from ROTC. 
If the 
curriculum at the 
university  level should 
be
 unlimited and 
unrestricted,
 then a student 
should be able to 
receive  credit for 
ROTC
 on 
this basis. Is 
the  editorial board of 
the
 Spar-
tan Daily in 
suptiort of courses which 
agree  
with just its 
particular
 philosophy, or are 
they objective. and 






which they- do not 
agree? 




Tom Mueller and Tony D'Abbracci are be-
ing denied 
tenure and fired from the Phil-
osophy Department. Their right to a normal 
terminal year's employment is being denied. 
These actions seem to be both unwise, 
poorly
 
motivated, and irregular. Both men were told 
that they would have until March
 to prepare 
their cases for the tenure committee,
 yet the 
meeting was held in 
November,  the precise 
time 
when
 the sympathetic professors were 
in a minority. 
Three committee members who would have 
voted 
for Mueller and D'Abbracci were on 
leave during 
the fall and were denied their 
votes by the reshuffling of the schedule. 
While they could have mailed 
in
 proxy votes 
and were in contact with 
department,  they 
were not notifed 
of the  meeting. Another 
professor  who would have ()wised the 
firing
 
was not notified either, 
although  he lives in 
the San Jose area 
and was teaching last 
fall.  
A fourth professor hail 
recently  been granted 
tenure, but her 
papers
 were held up "in 
processing" 
for two months, denying her her 
vote.
 Lastly, one sympathetic pmfessor had 
died a few
 weeks before the 
meeting. 
Why go 
to all this trouble 
to fire Mueller 
and D'Abbracci? There are three
 apparent 
reasons.  First, the 
Philosophy'  Department 
tin-
der the leadership
 of the same 





 had made 
changes in the 
structure
 and powers of com-
mittee  and in 
hiring
 practices that 
might not 
have 
survived  a careful 
appraisal. By firing 
Mueller and 




men  whme 
presence
 might have 
focused 






 are both 
politically  
active.  The issue 














 that they 
were

















students  and 
profs. 



























 Professor of 
the 
Year
























































































The condition in the dormitories about 
which the RHA has complained is another 
clear example of the exploitation of students 
by the Board of Trustees, et. al. A review of 
a few of the dorm regulations will reveal this. 
First, students who must leave the dorm for 
reasons beyond 
their  control must give a 30 -
day notice and if they
 are forced to leave be-
fore the 30 clays are up 
they are required to 
pay rent 
for  the full 30 days regardless. On 
the other hand, the college may evict a stu-
dent on a one day 
written notice. 
The dorm students as a 
whole are re-
sponsible
 for damaged furniture.
 The college 
evicts students
 during vacation 
periods and 
reserves the right to 
allow other persons to 
occupy 
the  students' rooms 
during these 
periods. If the student 
cannot  move out dur-
ing vacations he 





response  to the 
wishes  of the 
RHA,  
Mr. 














 year at 
least,
 a very low 
vacancy 
rate 
in the college 
area. With 
such
 a dim 
prospect 
at finding adequate 




























has  made 
sure that




 he wants 
and  every fall 
term a large 
number  of 
freshmen  will 
sign  full -year 
con-
tracts
 in complete 




















the  past but, 






























































of Fall 1968 
Pledges
 












































































 at SJS 
















































Undoubtedly if the Greeks






























 clean -living 
students. 













 Week Is In; 
Homecoming  Is Out 












it will lie 
Sparta  N,Veek. 
Sparta Week 
could





under  a 
































The  committee will plan 
activi-
ties for 
Sparta  Week. 
Homecoming





























 of the 
SJS "Black









Smoke  Jazz 
Quintet. per-
forming
 at 8 p.m. in .11101TiS 
AllilituriUM.

























TAKE HIGHWAY 17 
TOWARD 
SANTA  CRUZ. 
GO 10 MILES TO THE 
LARK 
TURNOFF.  
2. TURN LEFT ON  LARK 
AND GO 1/4 MILE TO 
BASCOM
 
3. TURN RIGHT ON BAS.
 
COM. 
GO 1/2 MILE TO 
BLOSSOM 






































































Daily Staff Writer 
"Europe's existence is 
like a 
Finnish sauna bath. First, there's 
the
 heat, then the cold, then the 
heat again," 
said
 Dr. Henry 
Koeppler when he answered the 
question, "Europe -- Does It 
Exist?" in a lecture Tuesday 
evening. 
Noted political
 scientist and 
author, Dr. Koeppler is found-
er and first director of Wilton 
Park in Sussex, England. Wilton 
Park provides a forum 
for dis-
cussion among European and 
U.S. citizens who are experts in 
their respective fields. 
First, the heat. Geographically, 





Then, the cold. "As
 a decision -
making body, Europe 
does not 
exist,"
 Dr. Koeppler pointed out. 
"There is no one 
decision -making 
unit 
known as Europe. There-
fore, Europe 
does not exist." 
He explained
 there 
are  17 sov-
ereign
 states in Europe west of 
the Iron, Curtain. "Each has a 
different 
constitutional  develop-








this,  but each
 of 
its members has its own voice 
anti veto power. 
C'oming 
back into the 
sauna's 
heat, Europe does exist from the 
standpoint of 
having  a common 
culture and civilization. Dr. 
Koeppler
 pointed out that 
all 
of 
Europe derives its culture and 
civilization from three cities -
Rome, Athens and Jerusalem. 
Military, administrative and 






culture  in Europe finds 
its ancestors in Athens. Jerusa-
lem was 
cited at the root of 
spiritual thought in Europe. 
The fundamental difference in 
Europe's framework of common 
culture is political philosophy, 
and this difference
 is what makes 
Europe's unification difficult 




political philosophy into two 
groups:
 Hegelian and Lockian 
In states 
espousing Hegelian 
philosophy, individual fulfillment 






 for the 
great-
er happiness of the individual. 
Dr. Koeppler sees an eventual 
cooperation in European defense 
programs, thereby unifying 
Eu-
rope to a certain extent as a 
decision making body. 
41111Ita..-
PRACTITIONERS  of the art of 
leg watching gain a new per-
spective  on their subject 
dur-
ing  the current peace 
treaty  
with the elements. Legs, both 
male and female, have finally 
come 
unbundled again after 
the fierce 














fraternity, will be 
conduct(
 .1 from 1:30 to 
2:30  pm 
Mondaj,




































picied Isis own 
















































 Hall Program rr. 
E_
 
may pick up 
applications  tomor- I 
. 
row in the 
Housing
 Office at 319 E 




 are open. 
Resident adviser 
duties  include 
aiding 
housemothers,  providing 
information to 
students,  and 
some
 clerical work. The position 
pays $1,184 per year. 
Blue







reached last week by Academ-
ic Council. 
No
 one is really sure 
yet. 
At





away with the "fairness system 
imprint" now appearing on SJS 
blue books. This may seem a 
Quixotic landmark, until one 
considers  the history of the 
question. 
The imprint was a direct result 
of the establishment of an Aca-
demic Fairness Committee more 
than 13 years ago at SJS. Ac-
cording to 
Dr. Donald Alden, 
professor of 
English,




fairness committee evolved out 
of a number of complaints from 
students, primarily concerning 
the presence of exam files in frd-























































































Elmo Robinson, a professor 
in the Philosophy Department, 
became chairman of the commit-
tee, which busied itself discus-





the first collective 
lightbulbs of the group was to 
print a reminder to students to 
encourage them to protect their 
own interests. 
The 
idea  manifested itself in 
the imprint of the fairness sys-
tem on the blue 
book. As far 
as anyone has ventured to guess, 
the wording for the imprint 
flowed from the pen of Prof. 
Robinson.
 
Harry Wineroth, manager of 
Spartan Bookstore, explained 
that 
the imprint was on the 
book 
when he came to SJS, and be-
cause no one seemed to question 
it, it stayed 
there. 
"It seems to be a change of 
attitude," 
said
 Dr. Alden, in 
groping for a reason
 for the sud-







the tone is 
moralistic  ana senti-
mental.'' 
At least one student felt that 
way,
 and he took his complaint 
to the Academic Fairness
 Com-
mittee, the
 same committee that 
initiated the statement. 
SPARTAN PROPAGANDA 
Commitee chairman Wolf -Die-
ter Schulz, associate 
professor  of 
foreign languages, in recommend-





philosophy major considered it 
"inappropriate Spartan propa-
ganda, with an implied tone of 
the average parent admonishing 
the average ignorant child." 
Apparently 
the  most 
offensive
 
phrase to all concerned was a 
reminder  that "A good Spartan 
%vitt 
not cheat his 
friends
 to 
improve his own score, nor cheat 



































AUSTRALIA,  NEW 
ZEALAND, 















mere acquainttances to bene-
fit his friends." 
Landmark or not, it is the end 
fo a 13 -year tradition that SJS 
students will not soon forget. 
At least not until next fall 
Wineroth 
reported  that 29,000 
bluebooks, including imprints, are 
still in stock at  Spartan 
Book-
store, 
which  should last until 
around midterms
 of next year. 
"There
 should be no problems, 
however," Wineroth said.
 "I'm 
already planning the new blue 
book, 
and the impriat will be 
re-
placed by a line drawing of the 
tower." 
A new era has begun. 
Reserve Now  
Space  is limited 
Non Sfop DC8 Jets
  Meals 
Great In Flight Service
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30  One Way 
E 2. 
OAKLAND  TO LONDON 
= Lv. June 16, Ret. Sept.
 3  Round Trip 
g' 3. OAKLAND
 TO LONDON 
? Lv. June 15. Ret. Sept. 11  
Round  Trip 
 4. OAKLAND TO LONDON 
Lv. June 26, Ret. 
Aug. 4  Round 
Trip 
 5. OAKLAND TO LONDON 
= 
Leave Sept. 3 
 One Way 
=  6. 










= Lv. June 
18,  Ref. Sept. 1  Round Trip 
= These flights are 




 families. All passengers must pay
 
E 
fration fee plus 
their air fare. 
PHONE (415) 
392-8513 
=  Mail Today for 




E. 995 Market  Street 
= San Francisco, Calif. 94103
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 up with 
Hayden
 last week
 in the 

































It's  no 
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University  of 








G. Plehfoth 1. l 
Lincoln University le.i.ans 
University



















If you are the 
"class"
 of '69 
... and 





















and  the 
resources
 tn make 
the 









 explain exactly where
 
you  







Divisions.  Stop by 
and see








































  Micrn 
electronics



























 here at SJS
 over the 
Aca-
demic  Council's




































class  or they 
would  be 
teaching it." 
It would





university  style 
of 
teaching  if 
credit  is 
given
 to it 
course 
where  there is 
no em-
phasis 










 see that a 
class can be 
run this way as 
well
 










 in going 
to
 class, he 
said. 
Most faculty 














 was burn 
the  midnight 





 below them 
in the 
teeth like
 they  had been 
kickcil 
in the 

















 to act, as it 
were,  as 
a 
catalyst  for 
the










responsibility  is to 
continue  to 
show  that some kind 
of action 
is 













 to hear 





which  is 
more
 often than not 
labeled  
"anarchistic"





















ing gadfly to 
the Establishment,
 
nipping as well 








 is a farce. He 
firmly believes
 the Ph.D., the
 
suit 
and tie and 
the faculty 
claims of 






very  tiny aspect 
of the 
subject they teach,
 he charged. 
"They are no 
more qualified than 
half the 





word ever got out 







The faculty is being devious, 
Hayden insisted, in their furor 
over political investigations. 
"What they really 
mean is they 
don't want to be accountable to 
anyone for what they do, includ-
ing  the students. That 
leaves  no 
threat to their 
little  perch." 
Even the American Federation 
of Teachers (AFTi local at SFS, 
the best faculty in the state, ac-
cording to Hayden, 
showed  they 
couldn't be relied upon to sup-
port the demands of the student. 
The only reason the faculty was 
able to go out on strike for their 














































faculty  seriously 
crippled the students' ability
 to 
continue 
their  stiike when facul-
ty called it quits and went 
back 
to work. In 
effect,
 they copped 
out. 
Hayden WIIK careful not to in-
clude all of the 
faculty.
 There 





























































































says.  The 
bombs  
con-
tinue  to 
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now  underway 
for the yearly 
International  Week 
festivities. 
Scheduled for the 
week of 
April 27 through 
May  3, it will 
feature
 a food bazaar, represent-
ing food 






ball, and in 





will be given 
to outstanding 
students













chairman  of the 
Associated  Stu-




 in the 
College 
Union,
 as soon as 
possible. 































 in the 
high 
BEARDED 
FOUNDER  of SDS, 
Tom  Hayden 
was recently 
in-
dicted for citing to 














porter, expressing his 
opinion  
on the refusal of credit for 
his Experimental College class, 
the next steps in the student 































































- P; k bk; Bob Kerrey 
ganizations
 












































































 a course called "The New 
American 
Revolution," 




Where will it all




"The crisis underlying the 
country is one that
 can be 
solved 






 will it all 









 San Room &bionic,* 
-SPLENDIDLY





















Perfotmences  & Potts 
























































































Tablets help you 
do






headache  and 
body  
aches





 works on 
sniffles,







































































 Petition, 7th St. 
PAID 





 was the conelusion of 
the Black Art Symposium Tues-
day 
night. 
Six panel members, all con-
nected 
with  Black art, discussed 
the identity and role of the Black 
artist before a 
small crowd in 
Morris Dailey. The discussion 
was part of the "Black Arts 
To-




 at California Col-
lege of Arts and Crafts who 
mod -
ended 
the  symposium; 
Dr. Sam-
ella Lewis, art 
historian, teacher,
 
























Beer   
75c 
The 











































































ated with a 
two-week





art in the main and 
little gal-
leries. 
The primary question dealt 








artist, or is there an 
artist  who 
happens





with  another  one. 
"WhY
 is 
it whenever we 
talk
 about any-
thing that is non-white, we have 
to ask if it exists? Of course
 it 
does, 
What WP had before the 
question
 of Black art and White 
art is vvhat got us 
here to lx,gin 
vvit
 h." 
Dr. Lewis agteed with him and 
said, "As long as we have a na-
tion within 
a nation there has 




confronted with the daily crises 
of the Black man." 
The 
recurrent if -kit in the dis-
cussion vs-as that the Black man 
has had "unique experiences" 
that cannot help hut influence 
his art. Vsrhether the artist has 
a responsibility 
to his race or 
only to his own artistic sense 
because of these expetiences re-
ceived no common agreement 
from the panel. 
'"The artist should not be con-
cerned with 
anyone
 else. He is 




"But a.s long as I'm enslaved 
I can't afford myself the luxury 
of purely aesthetic art," Dr. 
Lewis argued. "I must devote rny 
time to freeing myself and 
my 
race." 
The responsibility of Black 
art, 




terday's experience had no 
audi-
ence so the
 artist must put it 
in a modem context." 
The role 
of the MOSetIM of 
Illack art was explained by Mills. 
the
 only White man on the 
panel. 
"Wc. must relate
 to the whole of 
Black  art, not just to 
one par-
ticular




 is on the hu-
man and personal aspects 
of the 
art of the








 art to 
African  art. 
"Vsre cannot




which  we have 
any 















The cast list for "The Clandes-
tine Marriage," 
last SJS Drama 
Department  presentation for 
this  
school year, 
was  recently an-












 Sento, Kat hy 













written by English 
playwrights, 
George 
Colman and David 
Gar-
rick
 in 1776. 
American  audiences 





preoccupied  with 
other matters 
at the time. 
The play 

























































Daily Fine Arts 
Editor 
A bouquet of posies is in order 
to show 
appreciation  to cast, 
crew and director of last week's 
SJS 
dramatic
 production of 
"U.S.A." for the way they came 
through with a fluent and enter-
taining
 show. 
Impersonal devils harassed the 











cent. It had gusto, lifelike char-
acters, iind 

















people just eating it 
up must 
have  been history buffs, old-
timers, and I,opelessly addicted 
theater aficionados. 
The  reviewer confesses to 
membership in the last 
erste-
grwy. So it's 110t tO0 hat'Sh to say 
that the Reader's
 Theater pro-
duced a dated 
play. 
This 
can't be proved by point-
ing to the box office ticket 
sales.  
On the contrary, about 500 peo-
ple saw the two 
performances  
last Friday and 
Saturday eve-
nings in the 300-seat Studio The-
ater located in the Speech and 
priitlIft building, which is re-
spectable for theatrical com-
panies. not to mention colleges. 
But  the trials and errors of 
Dos Passos' prototypical
 Ameri-
cans as late as the Thirties,
 didn't 
thrill 'em at SJS 
in 1969
 not-
withstanding the skillful eye of 
director Mrs. Noreen 
Mitchell, 
associate professor of drama,
 and 






Rowan and Martin will 
appear  
at the Oakland Coliseum for one 
performance May 30 Memorial 
Dayl at 8:30 p.m.
 
Several members of the 
"Laugh -In" TV cast will accom-





Area Iserformance in the round. 
Tickets will cost from $3.50 to 





Coliseum  Box Office, Nimitz 
Freeway at Hegenberger Road, 
Oakland, 94621. 














































 AT THIRD 
ST.  



































program  this 
week. 








































 big hand 
















Parker, vocalist, a -n(1 
alto saxo-
phonist 'Tim Rosekrans. 
Original Don Ellis 
composi-
tions will also be 
played  at the 
concert



















l'rrs in.erested in buying  Volkswagen hte 
end picking 
rw 
it up in Europ. 






   
IMPINI11011W  
The 






is to buy 
it here. 
.11.1011(  
City _ Siete 
Zip  Cod* 
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First Immanuel Lutheran Church 
and Student Center 
Lutheran Church  Missouri Synod 374
 So. 3rd St. 
2 Blocks from campus 














 Night at 7 p.m. 
Rally Tonight At The
 WAREHOUSE'S First annual Pre -Easter 
Stampede. 
Before  Heading For Laguna, 
Tahoe,  Mexico Or Ft. 
Lauderdale,
 Lubricate at San Jose's 
















over  the 
age
 of 18 is 
NS 
eleonie
 t4o Dance 
to 
the 




















































































 12, lo. 






































Sam  Carothers leads 
the field over the 




transfer  from San Jose City College, 
set
 a 
new meet record 
of 
14.3 in posting





 sprinter John Carlos
 hits the 
tape
 in a 
spectacular  
time  of 9.3 





a record, however, as 
the 
wind was too 
strong. Car-
los has the best 
100 clocking 
in the nation 
this season with 











Are you going to the: 
Take
 a college sampler  
for your 













 Old Spice After Shave 
Lotion 
 Scripto Word 
Picker Highlighter 




























































The Spartan g,olf team will 
get a wartn-up for the Fresno 
Golf 









Washington course in Fresno. 
The Spartans participated in 
the Classic Friday and Saturday. 
Eight western teams are entered, 




 their fifth 
dual match 
without
 a loss over 





Jim West shot 
a three-un&r-
par 




The score is the
 best by a col-
lege golfer at the 
course  this1 
seiLson. Steve Mountain shot a 
par  70. 
1P1T4 
42650inws  g 
THE 
DASHING  WAY 
TO
 





is a pretty pink minnie from 
our large selection of 


























marks of the 
1969 
United  




 into a 












 for the frosh 
oompetition
 will 
start  at noon. 




ASII cards, quite a 
bargain considering
 the out-
.z.,o,hog  track 



































 sprinter" John 
Cark,
 










to times of 
9.3 













 anchored the speed 
hurning 440 relay quartet which 
Includes Sam Davis, 
Kirk Clayton 
writ) Ronnie Ray Smith, 
to 
the 
fastest time in the nation
 of 39.6  
last week with literally 
no com-
petition. The UCLA 
440  relay 
team has gone 40.1.
 
Olympic Gold Medalist 
Lee 
Evans will be inserted into the 
sprint relay lineup against Stan-




cle while competing in the 100 
last Saturday. Coach Bud Win-
ter said that Clayton is recov-
ering faster 
than





injury  he 
has. 
Evan.s,







 week, is also scheduled 
to run his first serious 
outdoor  
490 of 
the season against the 
Indians. 
"Stanford








could even shut 
us 
out in the mile 
and  two mile." 
Stanford  has 
tyro  runners 
who 
have gone under 
9:04 this sea-
son in the 









will counter in 
the 
mile with Jim 























 best of 
9:06.9  in 
the 






















































setting within a 




Alum Rock Ave. 
Between Capitol & White 
Phone: (408) 251-4100
 



















































San Caruthers, who has clock-
eti 
14.3




 will be 
out to better 
















































Beer  Eic  
Pitcher












 with a 
Min  of 
"Maltariihi
 nictiteJh Yogi 
, ff 
Speating aI _ilarvard 
THURSDAY,
 MARCH 27  8 PM 
































vvill  be 






















The engagement diamond is 




and precise modern 






assist  you in making your 
selection
















































































City   
State   
9 69 












































































2000 of them  





















10:30 A.M.-7 P.M. 


















 Mammen led 
SEP with 22. 
Theta Chi held
 a 










 for ATO. 
Tomorrow
 is the 
deadline  for 
turning  in 
entries






begins April 8. 
Competition
 in the double 
elimination
 tourney will be held 
in 










 in the water polo tourna-
ment April 17-19 should turn 
in entry forms in the  intramural 
office. 
Entries for fast
-pitch  and slow -
pitch softball are due 




























































I ini-sex pants. don't 
care if guys or gals that 
get  into our pants - at the 
orkingman's Store, 
218 W. Santa 
Clara  St., downtown 
San Jose. 
*In
 the end. they're NOT 













CLOSE  BUT NO cigar 
for SJS pitcher Bei, 
Grover as he tries 
to
 pick off a runner in 
a non-league game 












SJS better not be looking 
too 
far ahead for its 










 1 rated baseball 
team in the nation, they
 have to 
face the 
University
 of Oregon 
today at :3 
p.m.  at Spartan Field. 
It just so happens that the 
Ducks downed the Broncos 12-10
 
Tuesday afternoon to hand 
the 
Broncs their first loss in 15 at-
tempts
 this season. 
In fact, the Ducks beat the 
Mission nine at its own strength. 
Hitting has been the 
Broncos'  
bright
 spot all season, but they 
could manage only 10 hits off 
the Oregon pitching while Oregon 
pounded four SCU pitchers for 
18 hits. 
Another amazing thing about
 









second game of the season 
due  
to bad weather. 
Oregon's only other 
outing 
this season was with Cal Davit; 
Monday.  Oregon blew 
a 3-1 lead 
in the ninth inning
 and bowed 
4-3 in 10 innings to the 
Aggies. 
. Poor weather has kept 
Oregon  
from getting 
into real good ear-
lier  sea.son shape but it 
hasn't  
affected their
 swingirrg at all.
 
The 
Ducks  have 
several  hit-
ters that can 





 third baseman 
from Men-
lo -Atherton
 High in 
Atherton. 
Howe 

























 had a 3-4
 
record last
















 Jim Van 
Wych
 who drove 



















































YOU SHOOT YOUR 
WAD?
 
If you are in the situation
 of having $2.82 to 
ast 
until the end of 















tional quality  food at Tico's. We are (Ten 
24 hours 
a day to 
serve  you. 
4th and 
St James 
SJS will be saving its two 
hest pitchers  Terry 
Hughes  
and Bob
 Holmes  for 
the Bron-







gon game has not been officially 
named but it 
possibly  will be 
..  11.1.1011.
  
either Jay Fike or Bill Bour-
gaize. 




 they rest 
for Easter Week before 
resurn-
ing action 
































































but for one 
select 










expected  to 
ZZ 



























18 to Sept. 14 $295 
v:June
 20 to Sept.
 6 $295k
 
Squaw Valley, a perrenial
 fav-
orite 
with  SJS skiers, 
reports  
nothing but blue
 skies and perfect 
sking. 
La.st weekend 
25 lifts were 
operating. giving SJS skier; 
ample opportunity






tainment will abound. Whisper-
ing Shadows is providing live 
music  in its beer garden. 
TeM 
perat  LIM'S 
it:  SCI 































 Road ,,.$ 
k 
Suite  B Number












































FoiAi tissairitt,ghre;.8$4.A.9pRr jail 
7..D6  


























Paris'  Sun" 
Band 
OPEN 


































highly  illegal.  
of
 course. hut 
you 
ould he zeroing. 
in 011 "Sour main 
objective
 in life. 



























and W 0111(41 
ith 
ambition  and potential
 
to help in the development of lleW 
banking





ones. The challenges are 
great.
 
So are the 
rewards-.
 One of themjust 
one of themis money. 
Intere-trd?  
Nlake an 
appointment  to 
see Dennis
 L. Elder. Colle're 
Relations  
Representative.  He'll 
be
 at 





,vn   
a4114  mi o.110 
"I MS.? ift11el ..^  4,,OF 









































































College  Theater 
Ushers Needed! 
in ai.,ance
 of this date
























Are you going to the: 
Take a college sampler 

















 Old Spice After 
Shave  Lotion 
 Scripto 
Word  Picker Highlighter 














 HURDLER Sam Caruthers leads 
the  field over the 
120 
highs  in Saturday's meet against 
Washington. Caruthers, 
a transfer from San Jose City College, set a new meet
 record of 



















Adorn  Hair 
Spr6y  
 Wool ite 
 
Halo



























yid  on tarnpoi 




tape in a 
in 
the 100 
yard  dash. 
Carlos' time
 won't 





wind was too 
strong. Car-
los 
has  the best 
100  clocking 
in the nation 
this  season with 
his 9.4 







Spartan golf team 
will 
get. a warm-up for the 
Fresno 
Golf 
Classic when it 
plays San 






Wa.shington course in 
Fresno. 
The Spartans 
participated  in 
the 
Classic Friday 
and  Saturday. 
Eight vvestern teams
 am entered, 
with USC 
and  AriZi.111:1 State 
rated as favorites. 
The Spartans won their fifth 
dual match without a loss over 
Oregon Monday at the San Jose 
C'ountry Club, 211.2-51.. 
Jim West. shot a three-undr.)r-
par 67 to win medalist honors. 





















is a pretty 





















































 track arid 
field 
season 































































































ing  in 
the
 100. 



















burning  440 







Smith.  to the 
fastest 
time
 in the 
nation  of :i9.6 
last 














will  be 
in_serted
 
into  the 
sprint
 relay lineup against
 Stan-
ford in place of 
Kirk  Clayton who 




 in the 100 
last Saturday. Coach Bud Win-
ter said that 
Clayton is recov-
ering faster than he expected, 
considering the type of injury' he 
has. 
Evans, who 
was  beaten by 
teammate Neville 
Myton  in the 
880 last week, is also 
scheduled  
to run 
his first serious outdoor 
440 of the 
season
 against the 
Indians. 




says. -They could even shut us 
out in the 
mile  and two mile." 
Stanford has 
two  runners who 
have gone under 
9:04 this sea-
son
 in the two mile and two 
more 
MilPI'S who 




will  counter in 
the 
mile with Jim 
Adkins,  m -ho 
had 
a personal 
best of 4:09.5 
last 
week,  and 
Andy
 Vollmer 
14:101 in the 









 best of 9:06.9 
in 
the 
two mile last weekend and 













high jump, and 





























setting  within a 
year
 will be 
replaced  free.
 
b **Oa, iolf 
2904 Alum Rock Ave. 














































outdoor debut for! 
of 6-91,























Caruthers,  who 
hits  clock -
first 
time. 







 be 1 







Tipton  who 
has
 ' 
a best of 14.2. 


































































MARCH  27  8 PM 
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Being with each 










enduring  love. 


















the  tag. 
you are assured of fine 


























































































































Chi %sill meet 























 a one -point
 
lead  at 
the half,



























"the groin lest store 





















points.  followed by 
Jin 
Scott with 







SEP  with 22. 
Theta  Chi held 
a 
distinct 25-18






Craig  Sobrero 






Tomorrow is the 
deadline  for 
turning
 in entries












 tourney will he held 
in open and notice 
divisions.  
Teams 
interested  in partici-
pating
 in the water polo tourna-
ment April 17-19 should turn 
in  entry forms in the intramural 
office. 
Entries for fast -pitch and slow -
pitch softball arc due April 15. 
with
 play beginning the 
follow-
ing week. 
The fast -pitch games
 will Ix. 












 will he 























AND SANTA CLARA 
STREETS 
 SAN JOSE 
pan s 
lini.sex pants. We 
don't care if it's guys 
or
 gals that 
get into our pants -- at the 
Workingman's  Store, 
218 Vi . Santa Clara St., downtown San Jose. 







Robert  Muir 
CLOSE 
BUT NO cigar
 for SJS 
pitcher
 Bob Grover
 as he tries 
to 
pick
 off a runner in 
a non-league game



















ahead  for its 
games with 
Santa












team in the nation, 
they have to 
face the University
 of Oregon 
today at :3 
p.m.
 at Spartan Field. 
It 
just so happens that the 
Ducks downed the 
Broncos  12-10 
Tuesday afternoon 
to
 hand the 
Broncs their first loss in 15 at-
tempts this 
season.  
In fact, the Ducks beat the 
Mission nine at its own 
strength.  
Hitting has been the Broncos' 
bright spot all 
season, but they 
could manage
 only 10 hits off 
the Oregon pitching while Oregon 
pounded four SCU pitchers for 
18 hits. 
Another amazing thing about 
the Ducks' performance Tues-
day was that it represented their 
second game of the season due 
to bad
 weather. 
Oregon's only other 
outing 
this season was with Cal Davis 
Monday. Oregon blew a 3-1 lead 
in the ninth inning and bowed 
4-3 
in 10 innings
 to the 
Aggies.1  
. Poor weather has kept Oregon 
fmm getting 
into  real good ear-
lier season shape but it hasn't 
affected their 
swinging  at all. 
The 
Ducks  have several
 hit-
ters that can 
break open a close 
game including Colby Ilowe, 
former third baseman fmm Men-
lo
-Atherton High in 
Atherton.  
Howe collected
 three hits Tues-
day against the 
Broncos includ-
ing a double in the 
tenth  inning 
that drove home
 the winning 
runs. 
Oregon coach 
Don Kirsch will 





 is a 
jun-
ior from
 Canada who 
had a 3-4 
record last 
year  wit.h 2.76 
ERA. He 













 in five nuts with 
a pair 
of home runs,


























7th  St. 
l' LID FOR BY 
RECALL MINER
 










Drive-in and Dining Room 
Service  






















the semester you 
( ,,, 
;tart 
conserving  by eating at Tico's. It is ft e 
ionest 









Tico's.  We 
ere open 
24 








4th and Sf. 
James
 
SJS will be 
sming its two 
best pitchers
 -- Terry 
Hughes 
arxi 
Bob Holmes  for the Bron-
cos Friday
 and Saturday. 
A  starting pitcher for the 
Ore-
gon game has not been officially 
named but it possibly will be 
TIOANINMENIONIPAIIN., 
either Jay Fike or Bill Bour-
gaize. 
After  the Spartans battle the 
Ducks
 alai the 
Broncos,
 they rest 
for Easter Week before resurn-
ing action April 8 in a non-league 
game at 





where yeti get a lot of roll ... 









ON YOUR CAR . 
JOHN





































and  the 
outlook is for 
excellent skiing. 
Squaw 
Valley,  a perrenial 
fav-
orite with SJS 
skiers, reports 
nothing but blue skies and perfect 
La.st weekend 25 lifts were 
operating, giving SJS skiers 
ample opportunity to get 
on the 
slopes, 
And after skiing hours, enter-
tainment will abound. Whisper-
ing Shadows is providing live 













































July  5 $264 
18 
to Sept.











Middlefield  Road 
'41.' Suite B Number 306 



























































































































It's highly illegal, of 
course, but you 
ould be zeroing 
in on your main 








doing.  and 
meeting
 challenges  
and peoplethen 
Bank ()I' meriea is 
interested
 in Not). 







ambition  and potential
 








 old ones. The 
challenges
 are great. 
So are the
 rewards. One of 
themjust
 
one of them  is money. 
Interested? Nlake an appointment to 
see Dennis L. Elder. College 
















Thin  sday 














eggs  ' 
Can a 
rabbit lay eggs? Well, one male 
rabbit can the Easter Bunny. 






 Ls a short
 excerpt from 
a German
 book of 1572: "Do not 
worry if the bunny escapes; 
should we miss 
his eggs, then we 
shall (*cask
























































































and  mail 
coapon  for 
free
 
info to E. Kahn








Monica  B., 






and eggs of other  
colors  the night 
before 
Easter  Sunday. 
Familiar as the 
Easter  Bunny 
now is, his 
beginnings  are almost 
completely  lost. It has 
been said 
that
 this hare 





 into a four -
footed creature





'The Easter Bunny had
 its ori-
gin in pre
-Christian fertility lore. 
Hares and rabbits were the most 




serving a.s symbols of abun-
dant new life in the
 spring season. 
The 
Easter  Bunny has never had 
am:  religious significance in 
its 
usage. though
 Its white meat is 





Bunny  may also be 
connected 
with
 the corn -spirit be-
cause
 in many parts
 of Europe 
the last sheaf 
of corn to be cut 
is called







tail of the 
hare."  
It was not until the latter part 
of the
 19th century, especially
 
during the Civil 
War,
 that Easter 
customs were observed in the 
United 
States.  Those who had 
died in the war
 were conunemor-




flowers on Easter 
Day. 'This brought the 
festival 
into
 prominence and gradually 
some 













 fertility, is 
both human and 
lunar.  He is 
credited 




for it at Easter. 
This 6 -foot
-tall Bunny is 
oh-
\ 
iiiusly  unique in that
 
"he" can 






















WITH ASB CARD 
One Day Service 
Sweaters
 & Cashmere Coats 
Our Specialty 




























   
$15.90  
Valve  Job   
$39.90
 
Brake  Job 
$19  90 
All Body 
Work at 





















































 to '62   
6.95 
NEW GENERATOR,
 Factory Guaranteed .
   
29.90 








Alpha Omicron II, 8 p.m., 408 







 Nlemorial Chapel. 
All interested
 students are 
wel-
COMP. 















Student Affiliates of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, 
1:30  p.m., 
D11504. 
Sign-ups; for Syntex 
field trip. Plans
 for honors ban-
quet.
 
14.IS Chess Club, noon -2 p.m., 
DI1219. Meeting. 
Newman Educational ('enter, 
noon, Newman Center. "Food for 




June and sunoner graduates 
may  sig-n up tor 
appointments
 
in the Placement 
Center, 122 
S. Nint It St. Signups 
each Tuesday before and 
up 
to the day 
the interview 
111
 ILSDAY, MARCH 
27 






 acctg., econ., I.ih. 
Arts. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Alajors, 11S MS 
EE, ME, IE. 
Sears,  Roebuck and Co 
Majors,
 
/3S. Any major. 
Northwest  Y3iICA, San Jose. 
BS MS Sudo.. Rece, P.E., ethic. 
Sprague Electric 
Co. NluJurs, 
BS 'FIE, ME, IE.
 
FRIDAY,  &LARCH 28 
United Teelutolguy Center. IVIa-
jors, BS NIE. EE.
 1E, Chem. E., 
Ind. 
'Tech. 
Kaiser Industries Corp. Nlajors, 
BS NIS EF:. 
Hewlett-Packard Co. Majors, 
BS/MS FIE, ME, 
MS,Physies.  
Haskins and Hells. Majors, BS' 








 acetg., finance, 
matt!, Lih. Arts. 
chern.,  foixt sci-
APARTMENT 
FOR RENT 























E   
 = ,ery reliable. Make offer. 287.5170. 
= 
JAGUAR
 '58, $675, excellent
 run. com-
l.:. 1 Call 378-8411. 




Chaos:  The 
Reinterpre-
tation of 








 a bowl) 
and 





Outdoor Assareness, 7 p.m., 
El)
 
212. Slide show. Plan
 
Easter  it -
cat ion actkity. 
Who spent
 your money to try 











































































































20 low price 
transportation 






































 Char:ie Brown. 
EUROPE






























 as IOW 
65











George  Campbell, 
244-9600.   





 Fri., Mar. 28, 6-8,
 2 classes/team 
par 25. AWARDS
 $3.25 gen., $3 
ASB 
2195p7ar 
plagues  LITTLE 










routes, Ian easy in-
formative route for beg & move 
a stiff 
route for sen & exp) 





 mov. Plaques 1-10 except 
1-15 in 
nov. 2 par 








centers.  Marque 
awards!





























For centuries the Bible has 
promised 
that God 




 this promise 
today? 








































April  3, at 
8:00  p.m. 
McCabe
 Hall, 
Almaden  & W. 














mileage.  Like new. P -S, 
Disc.
 P -B IRS 4 
speed, 327"  350 
HP. 
AM -FM Both tops air, P -windows. Tinted 
glass. BRG. Black int. Dual 90's. $3050. 
Call 368.7077. 
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Excellent con-
dition.
 green, AM -FM. new 
tires, many 
extras. $1500. Cell 259-5668. 
'58 
CHEVY  excellent 















356-8996.   


















292-0538.   
'64 









































































































 Sat. & 
Sun., 

















































































































after 5 p.m. 294-7238. 
GUITAR: 
GIBSON  C-1 












for  sale $75. 
297-
9617. 
HELP WANTED 14/ 




MONEY  MONEY 
Part 
time work in our office. No 
ex-
perience necessary.  Choice 
of hours. 














 health, nursing, 
and mechanics to work in 61 
countries. 
See  PEACE CORPS. 7th 











 297-4228. Fufl 
or part time. 
WANTED  








 9-17 MW efts 
April, May,






 2 bdrm, 2 bth 
apts. 148 E. Williams.
 3 brrn. also 
available. 






ROOMMATES  over 21. 
So. I I street. 















































































Wolfe  & Ham 













































































room,  kit. priv., lg. yard. 
$50/mo.
 









water  & 
gar.
 
bage  paid. 
613 So. 




























 Fire Place, Garage,
 Storage. 
Near





FOUND  161 
LOST: Pair of glasses 









your own with 
our help. Or choose
 a standard ring 
Also 
quality diamonds
 at wholesale 
pr,ces. Call 286-0964 after 7:00 p.m. 
Jim Self. 
AN ADDICT. Dial Peace of Mind 








"Where Do You Go To?"  
IP. HAS love been lost 


































READING and MANUSCRIPT 
















mi.  from 
cam. 
pus. Mrs. 
Aslanian. 298-4104.  
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC. 




Temberg.  1924 
Harris  
AY*. 













 $3.50. On or off campus. 
Call 293-1211. Off campus 780 
South 










pruning, cleaning (yard) - 













4 00. Call 
292-8545
 after 4 
pm. 
WILL 











Easter  week. 
Call 276-0585 
af'er







































Ext.  2465 











day Two days Three
 days 
Four 











































IO Help Wanted (4) 
0 POCS01111$ (7) 
Automotive (2) Housing (5) 0 Swvices 
























Name   
Address   
City    
For   Dew 
Enclosed 
is 












































































SPRING IS THE AWAKENING of a movement. Hopefully i+ 
is a prelude to a brighter and more tranquil
 future for all of 
us. Easter 
vacation  may be just the time we need to awaken us 
to the past and current developments a+ 
SJS.
 This cosmo-
politan group is a reflection of the new breed assuming an 
active voice on campus. Their diversified backgrounds typifies 
the cultural differences needed to create socially -aware stu-
dents. Cheryle Brown (top left) is a Black s+udent majoring in 
law enforcement. Standing next to her is Jim 
Broady,
 a White 
student
 majoring in journalism. Standing in center is 
Kathy  
Turner, a Black student majoring 
in sociology. Kneeling be-
side her is Caesar Villarreal, a Chicano 
majoring  in Spanish. 
Behind them stands Lee Squyres, a White public relations 
major, and Cindi Alvalos, a Chicano social science major. 
Seated at bottom right is Kathy Kamachi, Japanese, and a 
political science major. Modeling with her is Rick Rogers, a 
Black studying public relations. (Further fashions may be seen 
on 
page 6.) 

























ness.  They lived 
through the 
depression  and 
when
 it was over, 













 money and 
then
 carved out 
lucrative
 careers.
 But too 




 really liked 
what  they 
were 
doing.  





addiction  and 
divorce of too 
tnany are 
evidence of the fact that many
 are 
holding jobs
 they. hate. Alcoholism and drug 
dependence
 stein from a lack of self respect 
or self like. 
if you will. Divorce is the nat-
ural
 
result  when 
people  who do not like 
themselves
 













say when it 













































their own minds, not 
their promo man's. 
Beetle music sold, and it sells. But the 
difference is clear  it is their music and 
they like
 what they do or they wouldn't 
do it.
 
The early '60s saw Americans, 
too.
 doing 
things because they made them feel good. 
White Civil Rights marchers went to jail in 
the South because they were enraged by the 
treatment of Blacks in those states. But sig-
nificantly, they were doing 
something they 
thought was right, 
regardless  of the conse-
quences. They were helping people
 and a 
cause, and that 
made









 came the hip-
pies. Their only cause
 was love and they' 
built lives and a 
culture  around it. NN ith 
their open enjoyment
 of sex and uninhib-
ited 
dances,
 art and music came a 
reawak-






 generation's  
effort  
to dig itself. 
After that came
 Black Power. Unlike the 
Civil Rights movement,
 it was the Black 
tnan's turn to 
dig himself. At first. V4 illit'S  
couldn't understand. In Selma and Birming-
ham they had worked for integration. They 
had dug the Blacks. 
But again, it was the 
Black  man's turn. 
And this meant digging 
himself not inte-
gration, not the 
White man. Thus the rise 
of Afro 
styles,
 natural hair and 
economic 
control  and




 would have 
meant  a loss of 
Mack  
identity,





Black,  White, 
hippies,  the 
Beatles:  They 
are all 











 it can 
be hedonistic,
 it can 
be
 altruistic.




 is in 
















































































Thursday, March 27. 1969 
- 
POetty 







Dimly  lit 
Cafes 



















You  are 
with  me 
Into 

























try will be given
 to high school
 
students  as a 
result of a 
$15,000 
grant









The grant will 
enable  50 out-
standing  high 
school
 students to 
receive pre -college training in the 
field of science that






majority will be high 
school
 juniors, but 
some
 sopho-




 is based 
on 
scholastic  ability 
scientific
 motiv-











 professor of chemistry, 
will direct the six -week 
session 
to be held on 























chickens,  and 
other 

















for  us. 
Real bunnies,














mals  grow up 
and often 





 for. For a 
look into the 
prob-

































































A BE -IN 
at
 the 
fountain. a trip to 
the 






















































Back to Serve ion 















































as the "last 
sup-
per."  Each 
evening,
 candles are 
lighted 
by the 





















lowed.  During their 
exodus from 
Egypt, the Israelites 
had no way' 
to
 raise their 












must  be "kosher" or 
spiritually





prwlucts  cannot be eaten. Matzo, 
an unleavened product that looks 
like a cracker, is substituted, ac-
cording to Rabbi Moshe Twersky 
of the Congregation Sinai Syna-
gogue. 
"Dishes 










This  occurs for seven 
days
 for 
Jewish reform members 
and  eight 
for members




established  by 
Moses 





blood  of a sacri-
ficial lamb srainkled
 on doors of 
Jewish 




of first-born sons by the 
angel 
of death. The destroying angel 
"passed over" Israelite thresh-
olds, and thus the holiday was 
named Passover. 
As a reminder of the exodus, 
the festival closes with the words 
"next year in Jerusalem." 
The Passover feast influenced 
Christian tradition since it was 
this ceremonial dinner celebrated 
by Jesus the night before His 
Crucifixion. 
After instituting the 
Eucharist (Communion), He an-
nounced that one of his disciples
 
wduld 
betray him. Following this, 
the dinner became known as the 
"last supper." 

























































































































 they saw it  
and their 
Jewish













should think twice before giving 
chicks, bunnies or ducklings
 as 
Easter surprises. Bunnies, chicks 
and 
ducklings feel
 soft, look 
cute  
and create no trouble  until 
they stop being babies.
 
"The domestic duck population
 
rapidly increases at the 
sanctu-
ary  when people realize that 
ducks are expensive, noisy, messy 
and no 
longer  cute," stated Joe 
Taylor, Santa Clara 
County  Har-
bormaster in the Palo Alto
 Bay -
lands area. "We have had as 
many as 
42 domestic ducks let 
loose in one night." 
Taylor commented that this is 
a cruelty 
of the worst type. The 
ducks, after being raised to be-
lieve they am human, often can't 
cope with being shoved into a 
wild existence. Problems are 
created for the city of Palo Alto, 
which must feed the ducks and 
maintain a wild bird sanctuary. 
"When we get too many white 
ducks," Taylor explained, "They 
must somehow be eliminated be-







up. If you aren't 
prepared  to 
handle a matured pet, don't buy 
a young one because it's tiny, 
cute and 
fluffy.  Be kind to your 





































that  is God 





if God is 






 if God 
exists  
chances




Ask him if Christ 
existed  and 
he'll probably 
say, "Yeah, he 
(lower  rase 
of
 course) 
was  a 




























AND  111 
DATE
 Yo 











Too  bad he died 
so 
young," or "Too bad he's not 




is at hand. 
Jesus Christ Is not dead, 
Easter as a holiday exists only 
in the fact that Christ kept two 
promises. 
In Mark g:31, Matthew 16:21 
and Luke 9:22 'Christ promised 
He would 
return  to life three 










 Himself to those 
who would seek Him. 
This
 prom-
ise is recorded in John 10:14, 




 in John 
15, 





has also kept 
this  promise. 
Again I 
repeat,
 Christ is 
alive. 
Easter
 is at 
hand.  
Vacation




are  determined to 
catch 
up on the 
merry-go-round  of 
papers and assignments 
and  read-
ings that have 
somehow been 
put off. Other students 
are  equal-
ly adamant in their 
determina-
tion not 





you  whether work, study or 
pleasure  remember that God 





ple  are 
experiencing
 a personal 
relationship  with Him. 
Only 
one's faith can
















































 Christian one 
of death with a 
loss of sin and 
resurrection 
into an after -life. 
Besides,




 religion of the
 
day 
back then, and combining 
the two 
occasions  disguised the 
illegal jubilation. 
According to the Catholic En-
cyclopedia, the Old Testament 
 Passover originally joined with 
the "primitive spring harvest in 
which








































itself  out 
of the 


















the  vernal 
equinox, 
or










 such as 
Easter 

















 the European 
and 
Egyptian  

















































in the British Isles until the 19th 
Century is going to the hills on 
the first day of 
spring  to watch 
the sun 






Easter  services are 
likewise traditional in 
the Christ-










(England)  people 
parade 
through
 the countryside 
bearing "tutti" poles 
decorated  









 on the Tues-
day
 following Easter. 
In northern England, the vil-
lage people also sprinkle each 
other with water and exchange
 





















 to insure the 
fertility
 and growth
 of crops, 








is a time 






promises  of 
nature  held 
dormant 
during  the  winter, of 
the  myth-
ological 
Latin Cere and Perse-
phone 
returning
 to impregnate 
the earth 
with
 life and of re-
ligious re -births, rejuvination of 











black  prince 
of the moon and stars
 
the beneficent the 
merciful 
the 
lamb of revolution rises 
and blo lllll s 
among  us like a precious 
and delicate 
fltuver
 in the wilderness. and 
yet  
the weeds,
 the brush. the beasts of 
the field 
are powerless to mask his beauty 









the  deliverer 
of 
the lost -found. 
the  lamb, the 
first  visi iiii 
the
 
(,\ I'S Of the oneeddind. 
the magical 
first  llllll I, lite 
song 







 composer of the 
black national anthem of self, 
of self respect. of lime for self 
and kind, of dignity 
of freed lllll 
of
 justic of quality 











head to foot, 
long. draping satin crowns 
like die smooth flowing
 
satin skin they surround. 
magnificent crowns 
muddied from the black 
sky, 





covered with sliimmering jewels. 
snatched
 like our weapons 
of war were weapons that awaken 
our willing 
warriors  






















 S. YATER 
S,,,







































-4 COLLEGE CAEOITS 
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE 
in depth 
vacation  and study in a 
single country. 
Sightseeing,  guide, 






















 and first class 

























































grey,  bottle green, 
blue heather








 PRICE A 










AT SATHER GATE 
tiantasrrx  

































































San  Jose 
State,
 said that 
activities  will Ix) 
held at 
William  Street 
Park,  





Throughout  San 
Jose,  21 East-
er 
egg hunts 
will  be held 
















carnival  ssill 
begin 
with an 


















































will  be a pass 
entitling 
the 




















 activities. The 
hours  for 
the 
week's  
activities  at 
all  parks 
will be 

















WILL YOU BE SITTING by the dock of the bay watching the 
ships go by this 




water  to relax after completion of midterms











tourists are expected to flock to the dock in unprecidented 
numbers to watch the fishing vessels sail in. For
 those of you 
farther south, Monterey Bay should 









track team o 
he held the first 
Friday after Easter vavation on 
the 








ion Program Board, the dance 








appeared  at the SJS Winter Car-

































 in October of 1969, the
 
World  Campus Afloat program of 
Chapman  
College  and Associated 
Colleges
 and Universities 
will take 
qualified
 students, faculty and staff 
into the world  laboratory. 
In -port 
programs  relevant to 
fully -accredited 
coursework taught aboard 
ship  add the dimension 
of personal 
experience  to formal learning. 
Classes 
are held six days a week at sea
 
aboard the s.s. 
Ryndam  which has been equipped 
with  classrooms, 
laboratories,
 library, student 
union, 
dining




 College now is 
accepting  applica-
tions for the 
Fall
 and Spring 







York  for ports 
in
 Western 
Europe  and the 
Mediterranean,
 Africa


























 information, complete and 







































 Leach of 
Long Beach 
sketches 
ruins  ot 

















and  any 
other
 facts I 
need


















 In Schee 






























talk to a 








































 to fly home 














 with, you 
probably 
forgot to 


























holiday  or not.) 
And
 if that's not 
enough to 
dissuade you, 
your  standby num-







 you agree that 
it's 
useless to try for a flight this  
spring,
 let's start thinking ahead 
to next December. 
In keeping with the 
practice  




 Or not, 
Angelo  






"space available travelcrs." 
1) Make positive 
reservations
 
for all your friends on the flight 









The curse of the vernal season is expected to hit San Jose State 
campus despite heroic delen.ses put down hy a determined front of 
cumulonimbus.  it was reported last




studen  t . 
The student, who wishes to remain anonymous, said further he 
thought reports of a large storm front
 which would greatly increase 




also stated  
that the weather 
pattern  
may be adversely affected hy the earthquake which is destined to de-
stroy California next month. 
"Our farnou.s California sunshine may very shortly 
be wasted on the 
sea, instead of being utilized in the 
production  of smog," he bitterly 
lamented. 
For this reason. he predicted that thousands of SJS students would 






communal  baths  in the fountain. which he feared
 
. would cause the further spread of the "spring 
fervor."
 
He noted early symptoms of the disease during the week 
of
 March 
19. Hundreds of students, including the A.S. president, frolicked
 in 
or near
 the fountain. 
However.  the 
next





Spring fever is best exemplified in the actions of those students 
who sit
 in the sun, rather
 than endure 50 minutes of the bad puns 
end economics. Other examples include those of the surf -and -sun set 
who usually leave campus early Friday to tackle the waves. 
He was apprehensive that there might be some especially acute 
cases of the 
malady  due to the long rainy season. 
He 






sunny day through pagan rituals accompanied by music, rind hedcm-
istie rites and ablutions in 
the fountain. 
Others have been seen sporting sandals, and there are 
several  docu-
mented eases of bare feet. 








everyone  is inevitably  caught
 with 
t.heir umbrella down, Maintenance and Grounds will now he able to 
play sprinkler







 lie eoncluded. "If 
we 
can  contain the out-
hterik 
tint  il 
art,.  spciiiir 
vacation.  
mid -terms 




kovf.  s 




 Daily Easter Edithm 
Co -Editor,
   
i{irk kildersott. Loyel iirooks
 
Contributor.: Joilyi Barite, 
Huh Brackett. Mar!, Doughy', 













Cherie Pulliam, Victoria Randall,
 Bruce Reilly, 






Not bad mannersjust good food 
FREE BOWL 
OF CHILI WITH YOUR STEAK 
rCnff 
r -la 1, baked potato, 













72 E. Santa Clara 
Free parking at 38 So. Third St. 
In 










 to a much -
traveled.
 spot, 














3) If you 
are flying to 
Miami. 
leave all 
metal  objects 
at home 
















 on the 
circumstances.)  
4) Choose a seatmate







enjoyable.  than 
yours. 











 been appmved by the 
U.S. Secretary of Health. Educa-
tion and Welfare. 
The purpose




evaluate  a training 
program for personnel who will 
work with handicapped children 
in the area of 
recreation.  
The review panel in physical 
education and 
recreation  recom-




The  college 
hire a full time person at the 
doctoral level. If 
not  available, a 
person with equivalent experi-
ence  will be acceptable. 12) The 
relationship
 with the special edu-
cation department should be 
more clearly delineated. i:3) A 
mutually satisfactory
 negotiation 
between the institution and the 
Division 
of Training Programs 
will be made regarding the 
budget, 












St gifight. Whoolis 
I 
tnean  















































9ujiyama 9-arden4 keatrupaht 
JAPANESI, 
Lunches 
and  dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood. teriyaki chicken 
and teriyaki steaks 
in a delightful atmosphere 






























one of the 






































 solid gold 







































 is the 
same 
difference  in 
a 
person










one that is 
burning.. 
The  larnp was 
there  anti 
wa, 
a good
 lamp, hut now it 
is 
shedding light






























laxation  for 
sunseeking
 
Easter  Week 












 This piece of 
the 
River,
 about 40 miles wide, 
is the 
scene



































































































































































E?  irtt 
N. 
I ir-t 




















9 9  SUN
 9 5 
tween  Lake 
Mojave
 anti Blythe. 
The 
most















miles wide, is 
the 
scene




 of the best
 skirt's 
in 
water  and so 
many  people 
it's
 
almost impossible t.o find a piece 
-and to sit
 on during the hot 
Floaring bars and night clubs 




 owls. Big River, 
Foxes,
 Hull's Hut and Polynesian
 
Village are only a  few 
of the 
night 
spots  "River Rats" fre-
quent.
 Any night during
 Easter 
week thse 
night  spots are packed 
to capacity with fun 
seekers  
,,asually
 tearing the house
 down. 
The growth of the 











 only to a few 
fishermen 
and campers 
are  now 
having
 to 







Kids come to the
 "River"
 to 
ski one of the best areas in 
Cali-
fornia. 
People  Camp literally 
everywhere, while boats and ski-
ers can 


















































EL CAMINO REAL 
SANTA CLARA 
ACROSS PROM PX SHOPPING (INTER 
CIVIC 





during Faster Break can get to 
the 
"Rivet"
 much sooner than to 




























During  Break 














ey at Vegas lir stutbing 
your 
bedroom?  





 whether to go skiing 
or stm-searching 
during  the 




students ft %%ill Ise 
back  






























gel  the 
last  laugh 
because












under  the 
bright  











faces? Then don't 
go





during  settles -
ter break
 Is any indication, you 











day -and -a -half
 











SJS  campus. 
In some ways it 
was as though 






break trip to 
Maz-






















college -aged girls. Guessing they. 
too, were on semester 
break,
 I 






reply: "San Jose State." 































things,  a whole
 week of 
rest and 
relaxation
 somes to 
mind.  Visions 
z esemble


















dredge  every 
tale 




 fund of trivia 








a tentative Plan 
of Action.
 Basically, we 
settle on 




 All day 
on the beach. 




























in the Plan. 
There are always 
plenty





aren't important.) It will be the 
Most Memorable 
Week of My 
Life. 
Clashing 
into  the unreal,
 idyl-
lic vision
 comes a very 
real
 sound 
of a ringing 
phone.  How mun-
dane it 
seems to answer 
a tele-
phone 
when my imagination of-
fers such appealing 
scenes.  What 
a pain. But, 
succumbing  to fate, 
I pick up the 
receiver. After all, 
it 
could  be a :moor) 
or






 I do have
 






















































 love to work 














sure to pain. Oh, well,  maybe 
next year. 
Meanwhile, dreams are still 
available.
 And there is always 




lunch hour. Who knows, 
maybe some other trapped em-
ploye of the 
opposite  sex will 
wander
 glumly into my life. 
And 
.we can share our shattered plans. 
It 




















Imagine your lovely and de-
licious 
Easter
 dinner. Picture the 
home -baked muffins, the crisp 
green salad with mayonnaise 
dressing, the broccoli with Hol-
landaise sauce, the thick brown 
beef gravy, the cool and 
refresh-
























































































































 '66, '65, 
'63,  
TR.4A, '66, IRS,
 15.000 miles 































Opel  '65, 6 













   
$1395  
All cars 
guaranteed  for 6 montitt 
20 low price 





E. El Camino. 
Sunnyvale 




world  and some 
are not even 




drastic  in nature, 
tire caused by 
certain
 cells of 
the 
body 
working  too hard to 
repel




case, the timid and 
harm-
less egg. Since 






 and weakened. Thus swell-
ing and skin reaction.s occur. And 
with them come a great deal 
of 






blacker by the minute (first 
agony  
and  then death),
 there is 
some hope for 
the  anti-eggster. 





altogether,  (2) boil them until 
the white is no longer recogniz-
able (this 
is only effective 
in 




onnaise, Ry Krisp crumb crust, 









Or you can continue 
to con-
sume them until  well, just 
until.
 
The choice, as they say, is up 
to you.
 At any rate, the next 
time you came face to face with 
a golden brown 
waffle smothered 
in rich vanilla ice cream, keep in 
mind that therein 


















































































































































Also it is a 
good  idea to re-
view any 
Spanish  you might I 
know. 
Needless to say, the 
onIN  






basics  out of the
 






Mexicali at 8 nightly, is 
the 
cheapest way to go. Traveling 
second class
 costs $8. 
You 
can  go 




 berth for $17, but
 for 
the 










 Although the 
train has a 
diner,








thing not to du is buy 
hot 
food




 stop. Stick 













 in Mazatlan 
at 4 








recommend the Olas 
Atlas;
 it is 
clean and is the least 
expensive hotel at the 
beach.  
Once settled, 
you're  ready to 
relax and enjoy one of the 
most 
easy-going and 
enjoyable  spots in 
all Mexico. Nothing
 is hurried in 
Mazatlan. Don't get upset at a 
restaurant with the slow
 service 






fairly  inexpensive. It's 
possible to live on less than a 










 from one peso teight 
cents)
 to 
three. Bacardi rum is 
about two dollars a quart and te-
quila around 
40 cents a pint. You 
can stay pretty well smashed,
 I 
found, and not go broke. 
There is an unlinnted 
number
 
of sights to see and places to go. 
So don't spend all your time on 
the beach soaking up 
the rays. 
The huge otxm-air market is 
filled with 
interesting sights and 
streammememmworew
  





















 then bring 




 it is vas!. 
to get 
a 

























- no HMI` 



































































engagement Rings Iron one 
Save 










Palo  Alto 


























Mt.  View 
Open 













































































morale  boost 
this 
Easter.





























appeared  in 
the 













 a $100 a day, plus an 
expense account 
whenever  she is 
on promotional tours, 
But Leslie is also
 concerned 
about the men in Vietnam. She 
receives between 50 and 60 let-
ters from Vietnam 




allots at least an 
hour to personally answer all 
correspondence from Vietnam. 
Leslie 
adds
 a personal touch 
to each 
sedviceman's  letter by 
always autographing her photo 
and extending an imitation to 
visit the San Francisco Playboy 
Club. 
Leslie  shams
 also a concern 
for the injured sersicemen who 
have returned from Vietnam. She 
says that occasionally she and 
7:other Bunnies visit Letterman 
Hospital. She enjoys the 
oppor-
tunity of posing for 
pictures  with 
the 
servicement,  and at their re-
quest,  signing 
autographs.  




says.  She feels
 in 
this role she serves as the ulti-
mate symbol 




TO RECEIVE AT 
EASTER
















the  month, revealed that 
each  week, she 
receives between




nam, and spends 




each leiier." Last week, 200 Easter 
eggs
 with her photograph tucked inside
 were 
sent under
 the auspices of the city 
of San 
Mateo





Forces  Division in Vietnam. "In San 
Francisco, bunnies and I 
occasionally  visit Let-
terman Hospital," Leslie revealed. "It is a great 
feeling to autograph and upon request, to pose 



















As the sun slowly
 rises in the 
east we see a 
silvery cropdusting 
plane
 make its hesitating way 
across the beautiful
 Kansas sky. 
Leaning from
 the skle window 
of
 the plane is the
 ever-present 






the plane approaches the 
furry creature. the roving 
report-
er raises a 
bullhorn
 to his mouth. 
"Heave to 



















 his merry 
way without even
 slowing. 
In a moment 
of anger the re-






into  the 
bunny's leg. 
DROPS BASKET 







leg. He sinks 
slowly  to the 
ground 
as the mving reporter 
signals for the pilot 
to
 land in 
a 
nearby  field. 
The reporter, microphone in 
hand, 
jumps from the plane and 






a First Aid 











halt the flow of 
creamy  
choco-






starts  to 






































"How long have you 
been in 
this business, Mr. Bunny?" 
"First
 of all, sonny, my name 
isn't Mr.. it's 
Mrs., hIrs. P. C. 
Bunny. I'm 79 years old. My 
serial number is ... (she squints 
through a thin veil of tears and 




eyes  overflowing 
with 
drops of lamentation, grabs 
the reporter by his love beads
 
and blubbers, "You shot a help-
less old lady, you NRA 
reject!"  
"Shut up sissy!" 
blasts the re-
porter. "I have a real 
scoop  
Visions of a magnificent 42 -
point Erbar headline pmclaiming 
"EASTER BUNNY
 IS 79 -YEAR -
OLD GRANDMOTHER" (with 
his by-line of 
course)
 dance 
through the reporter's 
head.  
His journalistic drive for ac-
ctwacy finally pops his dream of 
glory
 and he is forced to dully 
inquire, "You are 
a grandmoth-
er?" 
''Why of course I am," cries 
the frightened rabbit. "But I'd 
appreciate it if you'd keep my 
little secret quiet." 
"You must be kidding." laughs 
the beaming reporter. Then in 
a brilliant flash 
of "newsman's 
intuition"  he asks, "Hey, are you 
trying 
to hide something else
 
from your vast public
 other than 





 bunny  
covers  the 
ears of the
 sobbing pilot 
and 
whispers, "Well,
 to tell you the 
truth, as all 
good  bunnies 
must,  





 mother at the 
Battle
 Creek, Michigan 
Playboy 
Club." 
With this disclosure the news
-
peddler doubles over in 
laughter.
 
"What a story!" he sputters, 
trying to contml his hideous 
cackling. "Easter Bunny. Playboy 
Bunny. GREAT! But 
why  keep it 
quiet? It's vvorth 
a million 
laughs." 
"There'd be a terrible scandal." 




news -monger says, 
"Let's get 
moving. We can still 
make  the 
1 o'clock deadline." 
The heartbroken bunny pats
 
the pilot on the head and
 says, 
"Please let him 
stay.  Can't you 
see that the 
poor  man is too up-
set to fly a plane?" 
REPORTER BOASTS 





 the art of flying,"
 
boasts the
 merrier. "Well so 
long flop ears. You'll he trading 
my by-lined story 
of
 your activ-
ities in papers around the world 
this 
evening."  
As the roving reporter dashes 
for the plane the 
Easter  Bunny 
makes a mysterious gesture with 
her nose. 







from the sky. It makes  a perfect 











frightened yell for help comes 






The last sound to come from 
the chick as it flies Into the
 sun-
rise is an anguishes' cry from the 
deepest
 part of its stomach, 
sounding something like 
"ROSE-
E-E-FtUD-D-D."  









































Bunny  Lovers 
By 
STEVE  SWENSON 
"We look just like college 
girls." the two blondes
 exclaimed. 
They
 used to be college
 girls.
 Now 
they're Playboy Bunnies at the 
San Francisco Playboy Club. 
The Spartan 
Daily will not get 




 The two 
Bunnies 
were  Interviewed
 for a 
very good reason. 
Why? 
Because
 it's Easter, and
 
during
 Easter one 
thinks  of 
Easter
 Bunnies. 
Since  all enlightened
 college 
students  know there 
is no Easter 
Bunny, the 
law of  substitution 
takes over.
 Whereas no one 
has 
seen an Easter Bunny, 
these Bun-
nies can 
be seen, heard, 
smelled,
 
and in certain delightful
 cases. 





 and Bunny 
Joey 
who  are friendly, lively, 
and in-
teresting. 
Bunny  Cecile is a 
na-
tive San
 Franciscan who 
attend-
ed
 San Francisco State 
and  has 
been a 
kindergarten  teacher. 
Bunny Joey was
 born in Santa 






 girls love the outdoor 
sports of swimming, 
tennis,  water 
skiing, bike riding 
and going to 





 and under their 
blonde hair, there's a lot of grey, 








come Playboy Bunnies? Both 
Cecile and 
Joey said it was just 
a whim 
they had when they saw 
an ad in the paper. 
The girls went thiough
 a two 
week training period to become 
Playboy hostesses.
 In the second 
week they had the enviable job 
of following an experienced Bun-
ny around. 
The girls admitted being a 
little
 nervous for
 the first 
couple  
of weeks. Joey said that the 
bar-
tenders tended to scare her at 
first, although she added they're 
pretty nice guys. 
Joey and Cecile
 haven't made 
any spectacular mistakes, but a 
rather embarrassing moment oc-
curred vvhen one of the
 Bunnies 
tripped over a projector cord. 
They 
earned their Bunny suits, 
which are 
tailor-made,  refuting 
the opinions that extra small is 
a standard 
size.  The suits are 
made out of satin, rayon. and 
nylon




 (Well, not 
exactly
 litre a 
par 






































































player  for the 
Cleve-
land Browns. We 
became  ac-
quainted 






it choice. Cecile declared, how
 - 
ever, "We've got more class. Men 
like 
to see clothed women." 
Joey added that 
most  of the 
people who go to the top ess 
clubs are either visitors 
from out  
of 
town
 or just curious. "We
 
have regular customers at the 
Playboy
 Club," Joey said. 
While most of the customers (.r 
the club are men, Joey ark, 
Cecile pointed out that a lot of 
women are ftequent customers. 
Joey
 said that it's rare
 for nien 
to make passes at the girls. When 
it does hataxm, 
the guy really 




 movie stars and 
sports 
figures come into 
the  club. Tony 
Bennett, Jack 
Jones,
 and Willie 
McCovey are a few 
that
 the girls 
have
 met. 
The job of being 
a Bunny also 
requires character. "You 
have  to 
have a personality." 
Cecile said. 















because "a Bunny 
can't 







kind  of a girl 
that




















was the captain 






 jockeys in 
1967, 
and 
the  Woodland 































































































































gifts  or 




Now  two 
great 
books  just 














"ON THE LOOSE" 

























































































































West",  as 
Cheryle  
displays


























with  a tailored 
grey  flannel 
suit
 from Roos 
Atkins 
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"Afro -Inspiration"  in 
his and her form  are worn by 
Cindi  and 
Lee. The daishiki and 
tunic dress, in black and creme
 combinations, 
comes from The FantrIstic
 Collection of Stamps, 123 S. 
3rd  St. 
Mira 1,s br Bill I 
(it io. 
"South of the Border'', 
down




drop for Kathy and Caesar. The Mexican palm trees lend a special 
touch
 to the navy and white pant ensemble modeled by Kathy, 
from The Clothes 
Horse  Botique, 242 S. 3rd St. Caesar wears a 
multi -colored tunic







































pick up your 
order.
 
Crispy.  fried 















 y - it 
all adds up 
to a 
meal 
that  is 



































wearing  a 
black
 and
 white silk dress, 


















































$ .00 Bucket for 
50(t 
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 Clyde.' This 
year
 it 




 its spirit is 
contemporary.
 It 




















































plays musical beds with 
every boy 
who  rubs up 
against her, and generally 


































love  out 
of 
wedlock 



















 Sarne had 
satire
 on his mind. 
There  




and  technical  
brilliance.










































 is free, 
tender, 




values, a milieu in 
which 
inter -racial sexuality is 
a simple fact rather than 
a rebel 
cause."
 
-Playboy  
Magazine  
 
